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Have You Considered is the third in a series of unique devotionals which present the evidence for

creation from every area of science. Â 365 different examples of how well science supports a

biblical model for our origins are presented. Â Topics range from biology to geology, genetics to

botany, anatomy to history, design to microbiology, Christian truths to cosmology. Â This book is

marvelously illustrated with over 200 color illustrations. Â It is written in a style that is appropriate to

be read to even young children yet profoundly enjoyable for adults. Â  The book also contains

extensive references and includes topical, Bible verse, and subject indexes. Â It is a phenominal

source for homes schoolers, Christian parents, or anyone wanting to know more about nature or

creation. (Julie VonVett)
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Julie Von Vett has been teaching creation science and worldviews since 2003 to homeschoolers

and doing seminars at churches and community events.Â  Julie has beenteaching creation science

to church, home school, and community groups full time since 2003. Â She literally has 500

students all over the state of Minnesota!Â  Prior to this, she home educated her children, Annette

and Caleb, through high school.Â  After attending worldview classes at Summit Ministries in 1992,

she began teaching year-long worldview classes to high school students and parents.Â  She

realized that the foundation of a biblical worldview begins with creation, Genesis 1-11.Â  Julie has

received her B.A. from St. Olaf College.Â  She lives with husband Vince in Minnesota. Â In their free



time they love to travel out West and explore the geology from a creationist perspective and dig

dinosaurs.Â Â Bruce has 27 years of research experience with the Dow Chemical Corporation but

left in 2008 to act as full time Executive Director of Search for the Truth Ministries with the vision of

â€œAwakening Hearts and Minds to Biblical Truthâ€•.Â  This organization widely distributes his

Bible-affirming creation materials to students and prisoners.Â  Bruce has a B.S. degree in Chemical

Engineering from the University of Cincinnati and holds 17 patents for new products with Dow

Chemical.Â  Bruce Malone has spent the last 30 years bringing the scientific evidence for creation

to churches and colleges at seminars throughout the United States and 12 foreign countries. Â He

has also authored six books on the evidence for creation with over 200,000 copies in print; served

as adjunct speaker for the Institute for Creation Research; is an associate speaker for Logos

Research Associates Inc.; and is a commissioned worldview speaker under Chuck Colsonâ€™s

Centurion program - bringing a recent Biblical creation understanding to worldview issues.Â Â  

Bruce and his wife Robin have been married for 32 years and have four grown children and three

grandchildren.Â  They reside in Midland, Michigan.

This book is basically good. Unfortunately, it contains several provably incorrect entries, probably

due to inadequate vetting of sources. I will be contacting the authors with comments.

This as well as other two books preceding this book are just AWESOME! Yet due to being in color

this one is especially impacting. It shows Beyond a shadow of a Doubt the "theory" of evolution

taught as fact fails when its gets exposed when put to real test of science and not speculation and

just so stories evolutionist admit to teaching. I couldn't recommend more highly!

Good but admit some days the subject gets a bit deep, maybe over my head.
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